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From the President…

Successful businesses share certain characteristics. Their mission, vision and core values are clearly articulated. They focus 
and allocate limited resources—both human and capital—through strategic planning and execution of their plan. However, 
although strategic planning creates a road map toward specific long-term goals, truly successful organizations must act quickly 
and opportunistically when confronted with today’s dynamic market conditions. They must be flexible enough in planning to 
respond to change, and must be able to adapt or, in some cases, reinvent strategy in the face of this change.

Ultimately, we depend on knowledgeable and engaged people to make things happen. As our aging baby-boom population 
approaches retirement, our society will face very different and difficult workforce challenges. Experts predict an imminent 
decrease in the supply of new professionals needed to replace older workers. Younger workers’ wants, needs and expectations 
are dramatically different than those of the boomers they are replacing. We must continually and systematically invest 
in workforce development and talent management in order to attract and retain the best and brightest to maintain our 
competitive edge. Our strategies will concentrate on improving our practices in acquiring qualified employees, implementing 
and improving internship and trainee programs for our professional positions, continuing to strengthen training programs, 
and reviewing and creating options to enhance employee benefit plans to meet employee needs such as flexibility enhancement 
in work schedules.  

In fiscal year 2009, construction will begin on the new environmentally-friendly building to house Montana State Fund. 
We will address some of the unique needs of our workforce, allowing them to provide the highest level of service to our valued 
customers for years to come.

Montana workplace injury accident rates are too high—57% above the national average. Montana can and must do better. 
Montana State Fund will continue to educate the public and policymakers about the importance of creating and maintaining a 
safety culture in our state. By investing time and resources in public/private programs designed to increase the awareness of this 
important issue, we intend to create meaningful improvement in workplace safety by our unrelenting commitment to making a 
positive impact in reducing the frequency of accident rates in the workplace.

In order to effectively combat the increasing costs of medical care and the negative impact of time away from work due to 
injury, we will continue to evaluate new ways to improve medical outcomes. Through a more comprehensive understanding of 
trends in medical utilization made available through enhanced data tools, we can improve our focus on the key issues having 
the greatest impact on medical costs. In addition, when injuries do occur, Montanans take longer to get back to work than 
the national average. Montana State Fund will invest in statewide efforts to educate employers, workers and providers on 
the negative impacts of time away from work as a result of injury, and how effective transitional and modified duty jobs can 
improve injury outcomes and reduce costs.

Montana State Fund remains committed to being the industry leader in customer service by leveraging our talent, our unparalleled 
knowledge of Montana’s workers’ compensation system, and through our commitment to a safer and healthier Montana.  

Laurence Hubbard
President/CEO
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Executive Summary
Montana State Fund operates in a dynamic and competitive workers’ compensation environment. We are committed to 
meeting the high service level expectations of our customers and do so with a knowledgeable, flexible, and engaged workforce.  
Everything we do is with this customer focus in mind, from safety management services to stakeholder education. Many of our 
strategic initiatives have their beginnings in prior plan years and will likely remain recurrent themes in years to come.

Continued focus on workforce talent management, development, and retention ensures that we have the right people in the 
right jobs doing the right things for the delivery of the best possible customer service, while at the same time, maintaining 
a supportive, challenging and interesting work environment. Leveraging the massive amount of data we have accumulated 
over the years through our newly developed Insurance Intelligence system will enable us to respond more rapidly to trends 
impacting our performance results. Developing new and innovative ways to improve Montana’s safety culture and shorten 
the time a worker is away from work due to an injury or illness will have a positive impact on workers’ compensation costs 
for all Montana employers.

Our strategic plan leverages Montana State Fund’s unique knowledge of the workers’ compensation system and our 
superior customer service commitment to address the challenges we face and capitalize on the opportunities that arise 
in our great state.

Enterprise-Wide Initiatives:

1) Workforce

Attract the best available people, provide them with personal and professional development opportunities, and create a 
unique array of benefits to mitigate turnover, increase employee longevity, and strengthen institutional knowledge. 

2) Customer Service

Educate our constituency, create and instill a culture of safety, and address staffing, processes, and procedures to more 
effectively manage medical costs.

3) Infrastructure

Provide the tools necessary for Montana State Fund employees to service our customers in the most efficient, effective 
and productive manner possible.
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Our strategic objectives focus on enhancing customer 
satisfaction levels and, at the same time, delivering 

efficient and cost effective service.
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Strategic Framework

Mission

Montana State Fund is Montana’s insurance carrier of choice and industry leader in service.

Vision

Montana State Fund is committed to the health and economic prosperity of Montana through superior service, leadership, 
and caring individuals working in an environment of teamwork, creativity and trust.

Guiding Principles

Integrity and Ethical Conduct

In the course of providing superior service to our policyholders, their injured employees, and insurance producers, we will 
conduct ourselves ethically and with the highest degree of integrity.

Customer Focus

Enhance and maintain a partnership with stakeholders in the true spirit of cooperation and collaboration. Enter into strategic 
partnerships where appropriate to enhance the service and products we provide our customers.

Strong Financial Position

Set adequate rate levels to maintain financial strength and stability, ensuring long-term viability and financial solvency.

Offer Quality and Competitive Insurance Products

Deliver high quality products to Montana businesses at the lowest possible cost consistent with sound insurance principles. 
Foster and support a competitive insurance market in Montana. Function like a private insurer, offering a competitively 
priced product based upon actuarially sound rates while still fulfilling our role as the guaranteed market.

Employee Growth and Development

Provide a performance-driven culture within a continually improving work atmosphere that is conducive to the growth and 
development of our employees. Promote a customer-focused, team oriented, high performance environment that empowers, 
challenges, and rewards our employees.



FY 2009 Key Success Measures
Key success measures are the goals and objectives established for fiscal year 2009. These “SMART” goals—Specific, 
Measurable, Attainable, Realistic, and Timely—represent the corporate level success measures that will allow us to gauge 
our financial and strategic progress. We have incorporated five financial measures and one multifaceted qualitative measure 
that, combined, define success for Montana State Fund.

1) Achieve targeted FY Net Operating Income before dividend of $21.4M

2) Achieve total Net Earned Premium of $211.4M

3) Achieve Fiscal Year Loss Ratio of 86.0%

4) Maintain Expense Ratio of 28.0% or less

5) Achieve Investment Income of $46.2M

6) Achieve Enterprise-Wide Initiatives

Five financial measures and one multifaceted 
qualitative measure define success 

for Montana State Fund.
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Enterprise-Wide Initiatives
Enterprise-wide initiatives are critical elements for the continued success of Montana State Fund. These initiatives are 
supported by a number of multifunctional efforts and comprised of measurable key performance indicators, which help 
to ensure the accomplishment of our stated goals and objectives. In addition, these initiatives also support our mission, 
vision and core values.

1) Workforce 

Develop opportunities within MSF to “grow our own” talent in order to supplement the talent we attract from an 
ever-shrinking pool of qualified candidates. Provide a challenging yet rewarding work experience, one that recognizes 
and rewards accomplishment, and offers myriad opportunities for personal and professional growth and achievement.

Key Performance Indicators

Talent Attraction. Leverage existing recruiter relationships through enhanced fee schedules and greater clarity about needs 
and employee fit issues. Establish and foster stronger relationships with state colleges and universities through the creation 
of an internship program. Expand the current trainee program beyond the claims examiner position. Actively participate in 
industry trade shows and other forums to enhance the reputation of Montana State Fund.

Talent Development. Utilize MSF University as the primary vehicle for the creation, coordination, and implementation 
of growth and development opportunities for employees. Enhance our tuition reimbursement program. Develop and implement 
a recognition and reward program for employees that achieve the high standards required for professional certification.

Talent Retention. Enhance and implement alternative work schedule options. Research the cost, feasibility and impact 
of a “cafeteria” type employee benefit program. Investigate the creation of a matching contribution deferred compensation 
option in lieu of the existing incentive compensation program.

2) Customer Service

Clearly articulate who we are and what we’re committed to for our policyholders, their employees, and, ultimately, all 
Montanans. Develop and reinforce an unwavering commitment to a culture of safety among all Montana businesses. 
Continue to evaluate our operating processes and procedures to ensure that we are fulfilling our promise and providing 
service to our customers in the most effective and efficient manner possible. 

Key Performance Indicators

Constituency Education. Provide a clear, uniform and consistent message regarding the mission of Montana State Fund. 
Articulate its roles and responsibilities to employers, employees, and the well-being of all Montanans.

Building a Safer Montana. Fully communicate, develop, and nurture a culture of safety among policyholders. Partner with 
policyholders to make Montana a safer work environment for all its citizens.

Our enterprise-wide initiatives are supported by 
measurable key performance indicators.
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Medical Cost Management. Evaluate our organizational structure’s ability to provide the most efficient and effective 
medical cost management. Focus attention on the utilization of medical case managers, the supervision of the claim 
handling process, and the deployment, utilization and costs associated with the expansion of safety services.

3) Infrastructure 

Provide the appropriate working environment, technology and tools to empower our employees to most effectively 
and efficiently service our customers. Build a physical work environment that is conducive to superior performance 
while recognizing our responsibilities as good corporate citizens and stewards of the environment. Develop and 
provide leading-edge tools that will allow our employees to maximize their contribution to those we serve.  

Key Performance Indicators

Insurance Intelligence. Develop an “insurance intelligence” based Medical Mart, containing prescription data from 
CorVel, as well as medical bill information from NHMC to facilitate ad hoc and routine medical services reporting, 
proactively addressing medical costs.

Physical Plant. Work with the Montana Board of Investments to coordinate the construction of and facilitate the 
relocation into a new, environmentally-friendly building that will house all MSF employees.
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Organizational Profile
The state of Montana originally established the predecessor to Montana State Fund in 1915 to function as a competitive 
workers’ compensation insurance carrier. Since then, MSF has operated under a number of different forms, with its current 
structure resulting from legislative actions taken in 1990. At that time, the legislature separated the workers’ compensation 
regulatory function (originally established in the Montana Department of Labor and Industry) from the day-to-day insurance 
operations responsibilities (which were vested in a separate, new entity known as Montana State Fund). A seven member 
Board of Directors, appointed by the governor, governs the operations of Montana State Fund. The board is also responsible 
for appointing the president/CEO.

Montana State Fund is a self-sufficient, not for profit, workers’ compensation insurance carrier. Our statutory purpose 
is to act as a competitive insurance carrier, providing an available market, and, thereby, guaranteeing coverage to all 
employers in Montana. We receive no taxpayer or general fund money, operating solely on the premium dollars paid by the 
insured employers and the net proceeds from our investments. We function like a private insurance carrier in a competitive 
marketplace and, as provided by law, perform all the functions and exercise all the powers of a private insurance carrier that 
are necessary, appropriate, or convenient for the administration of the Montana State Fund.

MSF has undergone a number of changes since our creation in 1990. We have transitioned from a traditional organizational 
structure to one that is more adapted to the demands of the information age. A comprehensive corporate redesign in 2000 
enhanced our operational flexibility with the addition of multifunctional teams that are aligned with specific groups of 
employers. This change resulted in a “flatter” organization, increasing employee empowerment, which allows us to work more 
closely with our policyholders and their injured employees. We continue to strive to improve efficiencies in all operational 
areas and have made a major investment in our safety management services, working diligently with Montana employers in 
developing accident prevention programs. 

As our state’s economic structure continues to evolve, we stand ready to continue filling our critical role as the guaranteed 
workers’ compensation market for all Montana employers.

We have made a major investment in our safety 
management services, working diligently 
with Montana employers in developing 

accident prevention programs.
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Financial Projection

Projected Results of Operations 
Montana State Fund      
Statutory Basis ($000)      

Operating Statement
Actual Estimate Plan Projection
2007 2008 2009 2010 2011

Premium Income $238,203 $230,802 $211,454 $219,698 $230,943
Investment Income 37,920 43,774 46,165 51,095 55,498
Other Income (Loss) (2,681) (4,057) (5,272) (5,436) (5,645)
Total Losses and Expenses 247,526 239,470 230,990 240,429 250,387
Policyholder Dividend 7,001 0 TBD TBD TBD
Net Income $18,915 $31,049 $21,357 $24,928 $30,409

     
TBD - Future dividends to be determined by board of directors

     

Premium to Surplus Ratio (X:1)* 1.16 1.05 0.85 0.78 0.72
Loss Reserve to Surplus Ratio (X:1)*               3.29 3.37 3.17 2.98 2.77
FY Combined Ratio (Loss+LAE+UW) 103.91% 103.76% 109.24% 109.44% 108.42%
Dividend to Premium Ratio 2.94% 0 TBD TBD TBD

* Ratios prior to any dividend declaration   

Balance Sheet   

Total Assets $1,097,103 $1,164,157 $1,205,298 $1,289,269 $1,381,725 

Unpaid Loss and Loss Adj. Exp. $679,209 $738,302 $786,496 $836,843 $888,997
Other Liabilities 218,725 207,067 170,860 171,441 172,253

Total Liabilities $897,934 $945,369 $957,356 $1,008,284 $1,061,250 

Surplus $199,169 $218,788 $247,942 $280,985 $320,475
     

Total Liabilities and Surplus $1,097,103 $1,164,157 $1,205,298 $1,289,269 $1,381,725 
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